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The 2020 New Year’s Honours featured Sue Kedgley. Having already received a number of
awards for her services to women and governance, she can now add, Officer of the New
Zealand Order of Merit. Sue’s career has included being a Women’s Secretariat at the United
Nations, a Wellington City Councillor, a Member of Parliament for twelve years and most
recently six years as a GWRC Councillor. I have singled Sue out for mention in UTW because
during her years as a Regional Councillor she, and several other colleagues, campaigned
strongly to retain our city’s trolleybuses, sadly without success. Sue continues to be a reader of
this magazine so I am sure you will join me in wishing her hearty congratulations.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

They were worth saving. They had many years of life left in them. They
emitted no pollution. They were well liked by many Wellingtonians. They
were an institution that lasted sixty-eight years. They were trolleybuses.
Their existence was later destroyed. Thanks for trying, Sue.
Left: 387 glides along Dundas Street, Seatoun early in its career on 21
August 2009.

Front Cover: 384 worked the very last trolleybus service in Wellington, departing Karori Park late on 31 October 2017. This
month we feature the bus looking back at it year by year from its introduction in 2010. On 4 February 2010 it was relatively new
into service when it was photographed in Riddiford Street, Newtown. It was about to turn right into Rintoul Street to continue its
journey to Island Bay. Behind is Designline “lookalike” Scania 2112 working a Route 18 to Miramar.
Please Note: Under the Wires contains facts, views, opinions, statements and other content and links to external websites. Reasonable efforts are made to include accurate and current information but the Editor
makes no warranties or representations as to the accuracy, value or safety of the published items. No liability or responsibility can be taken for errors or omissions.
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No sooner had “the ink dried” on December’s issue than news reached your editor that “NZ Bus 331-387
(with the exception of 361) Designline City bus trolleys are now owned by Coastal Bus and Coach, Riverhead
for sale and disposal as at 1.12.2019.” New owner, Wayne Henry, was noted as saying that 384 (the very last
trolleybus to operate) will be heading for preservation. NZ Bus is believed to now want rid of the redundant
fleet as soon as possible. The new owner will have what could be termed a “challenge” to move this large
number of vehicles about 700km to their new home. Unlike redundant diesel buses which can at least be
driven the trolleybuses will either have to be towed or transported, an expensive task to say the least.
Developments are awaited with interest. Right: 383 and others await news of their future on 10 December 2019.
Had the trolleybuses still been running in Wellington on 3 December they would have undoubtedly been
taken off the road (as the double-deckers were briefly, according to a Radio NZ news report) when a storm
blew through the Capital accompanied by north-westerly winds as high as 140kph. The violent winds were
short-lived and by the late afternoon blue skies had once again returned. Errant trolleybus poles were once a feature during such weather
episodes but now we have the new phenomenon of high-sided buses that catch the ferocious gusts of wind.
Christopher Williams sent me this photograph (left) of Volvo B10M 266 he saw in use in Madeira in
November 2019. He wondered how similar it was to the Volvo B10M trolleybuses that once ran in Wellington.
I have included a comparison (right) of “our” 266 approaching the Interchange on 10 March 2003.
Left: Former Wellington Ansaldo trolleybus 139 then converted to diesel
power and once part of Newlands fleet, Volvo B10M #6 was photographed at
Porirua railway station on 18 November 2016.

The Regional Council released the findings of its Bus Review (see
page 7) on 9 December and not surprisingly it needs a cash injection
($2.5m) to fix the problems for which ratepayers will of course have
to foot the bill. Some of the changes would not be made for almost
two years! As you can imagine there was an outpouring of
comments on social media demanding that those who made the
botch-ups pay the bill. Pigs (or should that be buses) might fly.
There’s no doubt about it, our Prime Minister’s face is always turning up in the media. And it isn’t the first time she’s
appeared on the back of bus! On 19 December I spied her image (right) on the rear of Airport Flyer Scania 2508.
Metlink has announced “From January 2020 we will be introducing new timetables and routes. You deserve a reliable bus
network and we’re working hard to make that happen. From Sunday, 26 January 2020 the Metlink bus timetables are
changing. We are making these changes based on passenger boarding data to lay a solid foundation to build on, match
available driver and bus resources due to the ongoing national driver shortage and work to improve reliability. Make sure
you’re prepared with a back-up plan if you need to be somewhere urgently.” Shame it has taken 18 months to start sorting
it out.
Thanks to the many readers who extended their greetings at Christmas, including Graham Stewart, who sent this
photograph with the comment “it’s now time for you to put away the computer and relax with a good book.” Come
on Graham, if I did that you wouldn’t have this January copy. Like a good book I also enjoy compiling the magazine.
There was no respite for bus drivers during the Christmas/New Year period.
Despite it being the traditional holiday season and a reduced service, all
trains were cancelled from 26 December until 5 January to enable
important track maintenance to be undertaken. Also eleven cruise ships
berthed in Wellington in the same period. As well as servicing the normal
routes, extra buses and drivers were needed for the train replacement
services and cruise ship shuttles to and from the port.
Right: Tranzurban BCI 3454 waits at Manor Park station Park and Ride on 15 December 2019
during another day when buses replaced trains. “Choo Choo I’m a Train” reads the display.
The first section of Sydney’s new light rail system
opened on 14 December and not without some
problems, as Garry Ford reports on page 28. This view shows the first tram awaiting
departure from Randwick terminus.
If you have not yet caught up with the changes happening under the Bus Network Review details are at: https://www.metlink.org.nz/on-our-way/bus-network-review/ ? The first ones
begin on 26 January. Go to: https://www.metlink.org.nz/service-updates/timetable-androutes-will-be-changing-for-some-public-and-school-bus-routes-from-26-January/
As the magazine closed for publication the redundant trolleybus fleet still remained at
Kilbirnie depot – for how long, who knows?

Unless otherwise stated, all photos by the Editor.

THANKS TO THIS MONTH’S CONTRIBUTORS:
Garry Ford, Graham Stewart, Phil Waters, Russell Jenkins, Henry Brittain, Graeme Inwood
and all who provided feedback.
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THEN AND NOW IN ISLAND BAY

Left and below left: On 24 February 2017, 373
pulls into the first stop on its journey from Island
Bay to the Railway Station. This is The Parade
near the intersection with Humber Street.
Outbound trolleybuses used to wait at the stop
on the left should there be another bus at the
departure stop (just out of sight) before moving
down to the terminus. In the second photograph
the clean electric service has been replaced
(mostly) by diesels and on 29 November 2019 BCI
3432 calls at the same stop but now the route
has been extended to the northern suburbs of
Wellington; Churton Park, Johnsonville West and
Grenada Village. 3432 is en route to Churton
Park. Whereas Route 1 was predominantly
worked by electric traction in 2019 there are only
ten battery-powered electric double-deckers
(3700-3709) that are available to work on this
mainly ten-minute frequency route. Little has
changed as far as the road and surroundings are
concerned but those wires we loved are just a
memory and of course the buses are now in
corporate Metlink colours and operated by the
Tranzit operating company Tranzurban. Bike
racks are de rigueur on all the newly introduced
buses.

Above and left: Further north on The Parade and
we are now at the intersection with Mersey
Street. On 17 March 2014, 381 is passing the
Mersey Street Store. In the subsequent years the
building was repainted and then closed down
following the installation of the cycle lanes, no
doubt due to the inability to park outside the
shop. On 29 November 2019 BCI 3446 passes the
same spot working a Route 1 service to
Johnsonville West.
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE MEDIA

A stand-in... for how long?
by Helene Ritchie
“I am a stand-in until the new bus arrives” Oh
really? When will that be? Stand-in as in ‘I am a smelly old Auckland diesel bus’? Standing in for
what? A promised electric bus? Maybe a trolley bus? Light rail? (not a bus!) Or just stand-in as in
standin’ in a crowded bus because they cancelled the other one and then took the seats out? Still
standing at the bus stop waiting for the new(?) bus to arrive?
Source: Wellington Scoop. 30 November 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=124183
Helene Ritchie was a former Wellington City Councillor. She was referring to the roofline
messages on the NZ Bus examples still running that aren’t intended to become part of the longterm Metlink operated fleet. However, “long term” is a somewhat subjective term seeing that
there are numbers of these buses that have been so adorned since June 2018.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Above right: These ineffective messages have been on buses since June 2018. ADL 4225 at the
Interchange on 7 June 2018 with the message I’m a stand-in until the new bus arrives. As Helene
Ritchie says, “Oh really? When will that be?” No-one seems to know.
Left: Downloading a new bus 23% complete reads the message on the roofline of 2312 on 22 June
2018. Seventeen months later the “downloading” has progressed no further than 23%, in fact we
have not seen a new bus to replace 2312 which is still busy at work. As the headline below shows
we can’t look forward to an all-electric fleet for at least another twenty years! Photos: Alan Wickens.
-----------------------------------------------------

More Metlink travellers but more C02 emissions; all-electric bus
fleet not till 2040
News from Wellington Regional Council
While there are more people taking public transport across the Wellington region than ever before, transport-generated emissions
continue to grow. Today the Regional Transport Committee, chaired by regional councillor Adrienne Staples, received the 2019 Annual
Monitoring Report on the Wellington Regional Land Transport Plan 2015-2025. “It is fantastic to see patronage on Metlink buses and
trains continuing to grow year on year. There has been a 5.7 per cent increase in rail users over the last year to June 2019. Similarly, bus
boardings have jumped 4 per cent in the same time frame. “However, the long term trend in transport generated CO2 emissions shows a
gradual increase in emissions per person and a steady increase in absolute emissions,” Cr Staples says. The report shows a 7.5 per cent
growth in regional population between 2013 and 2018. Whilst still the lowest in the country, vehicle ownership rates across the region
have also increased. The net result is around 12 per cent increase in transport generated emissions over the last five years, which is a 5 per
cent increase in transport generated CO2 emissions per person. “The main drivers of this increase are population growth, and a growing
economy that has in particular generated a significant increase in freight trips and heavy vehicle traffic. Population growth has been higher
outside of Wellington City, in places where people tend to rely more on cars. “This side of Christmas we will see the opening of new Park
and Ride facilities at Waterloo and Paremata train stations. We need to continue to encourage residents outside the CBD to become
regular users of public transport.” Another step that the regional council will be taking to combat rising emissions is making the move to a
zero carbon bus fleet, Cr Staples explains. “There are some things in this report which are outside the regional council’s control, but what
we can control is a cleaner, greener public transport system. We have already seen a significant reduction in bus-related emissions thanks
to our new bus fleet. “We have a vision to be the first region in New Zealand to have a full battery electric bus fleet, which we began last
year with the introduction of 10 fully-electric double-decker buses. “This action will be followed by a further 22 by July 2021, with a total
of 83 within the next few years. Our plan is to have a fully electric fleet by at least 2040,” Cr Staples says. (Abridged).
Source: Wellington Scoop. 3 December 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=124277
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All electric? But when?
by Lindsay Shelton
2025? 2030? 2050? Wellington has been given conflicting forecasts for when we can expect to be rid of the city’s polluting fleet of diesel
buses. So there was surprise yesterday at the announcement by Adrienne Staples, the new chair of the regional council’s transport
committee: “Our plan is to have a fully electric fleet by at least 2040.” Back in 2015, then chair of the transport committee Paul Swain told
an election meeting that Wellington would have an all-electric bus fleet by 2025. Asked how he planned to explain why the council, with its
all-electric policy, was planning to drop electric trolley buses in favour of diesel? “With great difficulty,” he replied. Back in 2017, the Green
Party announced a fast-track policy for Wellington to have a full electric bus fleet by 2030. But that was before the life of the trolley buses
had been ended: The existing trolley bus infrastructure means Wellington is well placed to be the first city in New Zealand with 100 percent
electric public transport. The Greens will provide a one-off investment of between $30 – $50 million to upgrade underground trolley bus
infrastructure, rather than wasting money pulling down the near-new overhead wires and converting trolley buses to diesel-hybrids. Before
the end of that year, the regional council had ignored all the warnings and had scrapped the trolley buses, and the city council was
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supportively pulling down the overhead wires. And as Gillian Tompsett pointed out: In the run-up to the introduction of the new (diesel)
bus network, the GWRC repeatedly failed to tell Wellingtonians that Euro 5 and Euro 6 buses release dangerous carcinogens and that
carbon emissions would increase. Speaking in July last year, chair Chris Laidlaw agreed on the need for all electric buses but didn’t set a
date for a fully electric fleet: “We’ve set ourselves the target of a 100% electric bus fleet and the first stop on our way is 10 new double
deckers this year and 32 by 2021. We have to be ambitious because transport emissions are a significant contributor to climate change. For
Greater Wellington, a 21st century public transport system needs to offer practical daily alternatives to private cars, as well as being
genuinely sustainable.” And when 2050 was mentioned as a target date, Glen Smith gave reasons why it looked to be unachievable: A fully
electric trolley/battery hybrid network could have been achieved by the early 2020s. Instead, by forcing Transit to purchase 228 diesel
dinosaurs with a life expectancy of up to 25 years rather than modern trolley/battery hybrids, the new target of a fully electric bus system
by 2050 now looks optimistic. So now we have the Adrienne Staples’ forecast of 2040 to add to the mix. And as for pollution – in
yesterday’s announcement, she admitted that there has been … around a 12 per cent increase in transport generated emissions over the
last five years, which is a 5 per cent increase in transport generated CO2 emissions per person. She blamed this on population growth and a
growing economy. But not entirely. Another step that the regional council will be taking to combat rising emissions is making the move to
a zero carbon bus fleet. “There are some things in this report which are outside the regional council’s control, but what we can control is a
cleaner, greener public transport system. We have already seen a significant reduction in bus-related emissions thanks to our new bus
fleet.” She didn’t provide any figures for this claim, but continued to be optimistic, if vague. “We have a vision to be the first region in New
Zealand to have a full battery electric bus fleet, which we began last year with the introduction of 10 fully-electric double-decker buses. This
action will be followed by a further 22 by July 2021, with a total of 83 within the next few years.” Whatever that means…
Source: Wellington Scoop. 4 December 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=124283#more-124283
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Wellington bus drivers raising money for Samoa’s measles patients
News from Greater Wellington Regional Council
Metlink bus drivers across the region were donning colourful shirts today to raise money for those suffering from the measles outbreak in
Samoa. Keven Snelgrove, Transport and Operations Director of Tranzurban – one of Metlink’s operators – says all the drivers are aware of
the measles crisis in Samoa and are keen to do their part to help. “Drivers decided to organise a special fundraising to encourage their
team, many of whom have family in Samoa, to show their support by wearing a colourful shirt to work,” Mr Snelgrove says. Over half of all
Tranzurban employees joined in, with collection buckets at their offices across the region. “There has been a lot of excitement amongst
the team and we have been heartened that this initiative has the full support of Metlink. Tranzurban Wellington will also match dollar for
dollar any funds raised by their team members,” Mr Snelgrove says. Regional Council Chair Daran Ponter says participating bus drivers
inspired Metlink staff to get involved in the initiative. “When Metlink staff heard about this initiative they were keen to jump on board too.
They came to work in colourful shirts and lavalava and set up a collection bucket which Greater Wellington staff generously donated to.
“While it seems like a bit of light hearted fun this is a serious issue and 55 people have already died from the measles outbreak which is
devastating for Samoan communities. “All proceeds raised today will be donated to Unicef’s Samoa Measles appeal which is raising funds
to provide immunisations to children,” Cr Ponter says.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 4 December 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=124323
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

They’ve got a plan to make buses quicker and more reliable, with 8 “priority corridors”
News from WCC
A plan to make buses more reliable and quicker on the busiest routes in Wellington City has been released today. It names eight priority
bus corridors for improvements and estimates that, with a programme of long-term investment, bus journey times on some key routes
could be reduced by up to a third in the morning peak. The programme would include improvements such as more bus lanes, and changes
to bus stops and intersections on key routes. Mayor Andy Foster says bus priority will help deal with the bottlenecks that undermine our
city bus service’s reliability and efficiency. It is about getting buses past and to the front of traffic queues. “Obviously we will be focusing
on the areas where we know the buses are significantly delayed. Technology now gives us excellent information about where and when
major delay occurs. Reliability is key to making the bus service more attractive.” Chair of the Regional Council Daran Ponter says reliability
is the holy grail of public transport. A strong partnership with Wellington City Council focussed on delivering bus priority, as part of the
Let’s Get Wellington Moving programme, will go a long way to delivering it. “Operators tell us that no two days in our city are the same
and that drivers are locked in a constant battle against the city’s layout as they try to get from one side to the other. “Bus prioritisation is
important. For more impact we need a broader package of changes to road layouts, the spacing between bus stops, bus priority at traffic
lights, and making room for buses at the kerbside. These will make a big difference to making buses more reliable in Wellington City.”
Deputy Mayor Sarah Free says: “Some of the straightforward improvements are underway, including making it easier for buses to pull in
and out of bus stops by trimming trees and changing road markings. More significant changes – such as alterations to intersections, bus
lanes and bus stops – will take a bit longer to be put in place because we want to hear from the public on many of these proposals before
making changes.” The Bus Priority Action Plan was commissioned by the City Council and the Regional Council earlier this year.
The eight priority bus corridors identified for improvements in the plan are:
· Johnsonville to Ngauranga Gorge
· Karori to city
· Kelburn to city
· Brooklyn to city
· Newtown/Mount Cook to city
· Miramar/Kilbirnie/Mount Victoria to city
· Miramar/Kilbirnie to Newtown
· Newtown/Mount Cook to city.
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Chair Ponter says: “Last year we took Greater Wellington and City Councillors and public transport and community advocates on a doubledecker tour across the city so they could experience first-hand what drivers were up against. This proved a catalyst for this great
programme of work and we will continue to work with our partners and the community to realise this work.” Both councils will be asked
to agree that bus priority improvements will be part of Let’s Get Wellington Moving (LGWM) – a joint initiative between the two councils
and Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency focused on moving more people with fewer vehicles. This is because much of the work will be
funded and delivered through LGWM’s City Streets package which will deliver improvements to bus priority, alongside improvements for
people walking and on bikes, on key routes into and through the city. LGWM will seek feedback from the public in the new year to inform
design of the improvements. Mayor Foster says: “We are taking a whole-of-streets approach and will look to include improving conditions
for walking and cycling, and improving the local urban environment.” The councils will vote on the endorsing the direction of the Bus
Priority Action Plan at their meetings on 12 December. The joint council Bus Priority Action Plan is separate from, but closely aligned with,
the GWRC Bus Network Review report that will also be considered by GWRC on 12 December.
OTHER KEY POINTS IN THE ACTION PLAN:
· 70,000 bus trips every day in Wellington (nearly a third are for education).
· Buses often take twice as long as cars for the same journey.
· About 97% of Wellingtonians live within easy walking distance of a bus stop (400m) but just 37% of people travelling to the central city in
the morning peak use the bus.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 5 December 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=124361
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Auckland bus strike: NZ Bus services cancelled from Saturday
Bus services operated by NZ Bus on some of Auckland's busiest routes will be cancelled from Saturday (7 December) as a result of ongoing
strike action. The company said its drivers who continue to participate in the strike will be suspended. It comes after a new wage deal to
try and finalise a new collective agreement with First Union and Tramways members was not accepted, Auckland Transport said in a
statement. NZ Bus had also requested strike action of not collecting fares be withdrawn by the unions. The unions are not collecting fares
until Christmas. As a result of the ongoing action, services operated by NZ Bus will not run from Saturday. The company operates some of
AT's busiest routes along Dominion, Sandringham, Mt Eden and Manukau Rds, as well as other routes across the wider Auckland region
and the LINK services. Gary Froggatt, president of the Tramways Union, said the cancellations had come as a "complete surprise" to its
members. He said the union was still considering a "memo" NZ Bus had given them late on Thursday night and it was due to go back to the
company on Friday afternoon. "NZ Bus have gone behind our backs." With mediation due to begin Monday, Froggatt called on councillors
to help them restore the relationship. The union was happy to meet with NZ Bus on Saturday or Sunday if there was "initiative", Froggatt
said. First Union's Louisa Jones said the cancellations and driver suspensions were an "ill-timed and militant retaliation" from the
company. She was "pretty shocked" to learn of the cancellations, given members had been engaging in "passenger friendly" strike
action. "Our members will be without pay one week before Christmas." Jones said NZ Bus had made a "lowball" offer of a 2 per cent rise in
pay, which members had declined. "The significant response was to continue on with strike action regardless despite the intimidation by
the company," she said. "They live week to week as it is." NZ Bus said it could not afford to operate its buses without fares being collected
and as a consequence drivers had been suspended. It said it remained "absolutely committed" to getting back around the table to fix the
situation as soon as possible. "We encourage the unions to come back to the negotiation table and lift the actions so we can recommence
services." The cancellations escalate the dispute as NZ Bus will then face penalties imposed by AT, for failing to run services according to
the timetable. The monthly penalty and bonus system in the contracts between operators and AT has seen operators hit with payments of
tens of thousands of dollars a month, in a schedule obtained by Stuff. The schedule supplied by AT earlier this year, showed of 47 contract
areas, operators in four were hit with penalties of between $22,000 and $14,000, during January. Striking drivers are pushing to shorten
the span of their working day from 14 to 12 hours, in addition to a pay rise. Both disputes are about not only a pay rise, but also the long
split-shift working days which the unions said were a consequence of Government legislation and rules. The unions earlier this year
successfully negotiated with the Government and AT to allow tea-breaks for drivers, but the wider issue of the length of working days
remains unresolved. AT said the journeys of NZ Bus users was "likely" to be impacted. Bus services operated by companies other than NZ
Bus will continue as scheduled, along with train and ferry services.
Source: Stuff: 6 December 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/117962090/auckland-bus-strike-nz-bus-services-cancelled-fromsaturday
Fifty-seven routes plus all school bus routes are reported as being affected by the action.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Regional council releases findings of review into bus network redesign
Wellington's bus network needs a $2.5 million fix, and ratepayers will have to help fund it. Greater Wellington Regional Council released
the findings of its bus network review on Monday, recommending almost 30 changes be made over the next three years. To help pay for
them, ratepayers face a 0.4 per cent rates increase in the 2020-21 financial year, and a 0.9 per cent increase in 2021-2022 - on top of other
forecast increases. The review was commissioned following significant problems on the Wellington City network after it was redesigned in
July last year. It involved gathering feedback from more than 1700 commuters, as well as from bus drivers and operators, and the
Tramways Union. The results highlighted well-documented problems with over-crowding, lateness, cancellations, the removal of popular
routes, and increased transfers on some journeys. "A number of network changes had a negative impact on many Metlink customers,
causing some to change their travel behaviour, including not using public transport or not making journeys that they would previously
have made," the report said. Commuters particularly disliked transferring between buses when they previously did not need to, and would
accept less frequent services in order to reduce the number of required transfers, the report found. The recommended changes would be
made over three phases – pending approval from councillors on Thursday (12 December) – with the first involving changes to NZ Bus
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routes in January and Tranzurban routes in May. It was expected those changes could be made with minimal bus fleet and driver
increases, but would require trade-offs such as less-frequent services on some routes. The second round of changes would mostly occur in
October next year, with the third and final set of improvements to take place from October 2021. Many of the changes would involve
removing transfers by introducing direct services to and from the central city. There would also be later and earlier services on some
routes, more express buses to the central city, larger buses where needed, better allocation of buses in peak times, and more frequent
public consultation with bus drivers and commuters. However, the longer-term changes were dependent on detailed design and cost
assessments, funding approval, sourcing extra buses and drivers, and changes to bus operator contracts. A further 21 changes were
also earmarked for further investigation, and would be assessed from next year. They would be contingent on design and cost estimates,
funding, additional drivers and buses, the Let's Get Wellington Moving transport programme, and changes to the Regional Public
Transport Plan. The report also detailed a number of problems with the network overhaul, which involved introducing new routes, fares,
timetables, and operator contracts. Those problems included an initial lack of buses because of delayed contract negotiations, and higherthan-expected demand. The council also tried to provide a "cost-effective service" at peak times, aiming to use fewer buses and ultimately
leading to more passengers being forced to stand. Unlike the wide-ranging changes made last July, the council would roll out the new
changes incrementally. "Based on the experience from the 2018 changes, it is also recommended that council deliver the changes over
time, and not try to implement too many actions concurrently."
Source: Stuff. 9 December 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/118023682/regional-council-releases-findings-of-review-into-busnetwork-redesign#comments
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Quicker, more reliable?
by Lindsay Shelton
While feedback seeking advice on changes for the Golden Mile doesn’t close till the end of this week, LGWM (Let’s Get Wellington
Moving) has gone ahead and announced plans to improve bus services throughout the city. It announced last week that it has created a
Bus Priority Action Plan for the city, to increase reliability and reduce journey times on key bus routes… to be funded and delivered through
LGWM’s City Streets package. This will deliver improvements to bus priority, alongside improvements for people walking and on bikes, on
key routes into the city. The WCC also announced the new plan, and gave more details.. To enable buses to get to town quicker, it is going
to establish eight bus corridors where buses will be given preference over other traffic. A plan to make buses more reliable and quicker on
the busiest routes in Wellington City … names eight priority bus corridors for improvements and estimates that …[long-term] … bus journey
times on some key routes could be reduced by up to a third in the morning peak. Deputy Mayor Sarah Free says “some of the
straightforward improvements are underway, including making it easier for buses to pull in and out of bus stops by trimming trees and
changing road markings.” But … “More significant changes – such as alterations to intersections, bus lanes and bus stops – will take a bit
longer to be put in place because we want to hear from the public on many of these proposals before making changes.” Both the city
council and the regional council will be asked to vote in support of the bus priority plan this week. No doubt it’ll get unanimous approval.
But it’s nothing new. Bus priority lanes have been talked about for more than 18 months. In May last year Sarah Free announced “… the
Wellington City Council can help ensure the bus service is more reliable by putting in more bus-lanes and bus-only lanes and by giving buses
priority at controlled intersections. This project will reduce pressure on private transport and help make bus travel times quicker and more
reliable. This’ll help more people, whether using public or private transport, to commute more quickly and comfortably.” What was
stopping them 18 months ago? Will there be more unexpected delays this time? If words were actions, all Wellington’s transport problems
would by now be a thing of the past.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 9 December 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=124372
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All electric? But when? (2)
A possibly quicker timeline for electric buses in Wellington has emerged via an exchange of tweets. It began when Benoit Pette asked
Daran Ponter and Roger Blakeley to confirm that during their election campaign they’d pushed for full electrification of Wellington buses
by 2030. He felt this didn’t tally with a regional council announcement that its plan was to have a fully electric fleet by at least 2040.
Here are the responses:
Roger Blakeley to Benoit Pette
You are correct that Daran Ponter and I campaigned for a fully electric bus fleet by 2030. I am sure you will appreciate that campaign
pledges are not immediately Council policy! We expect that Council will consider its policy position early next year.
Benoit Pette replying to Roger Blakeley
Thanks Roger. You will appreciate too that you said exactly the same thing, exactly one year ago. What or who is in the way of full
electrification by 2030 (or sooner)? You will agree it is not something that can be debated any longer. What can we do to help?
Roger Blakeley replying to Benoit Pette
Hi Ben It is a financial issue. We have 460 buses in the region. Of those, 10 electric double-deckers and a lot newish diesels. To get to a fully
electric fleet by 2030, we would need to retire buses before the end of their working lives. That could mean more costs and rates. We will
find a way.
And tonight came a response, direct to wellington.scoop, from regional council chair Daran Ponter:
As Clr Blakeley says, he and I are committed to a fully electric bus fleet by 2030, but our individual aspirations now need to align with those
of at least five other councillors, and to do that we need to stare down the cost of making the transition to 100% electric.
In 2020 we will see Wellington bus companies place orders for more electric buses. I am confident that by 2021 close to 20% of our fleet will
be 100% electric, and the electric buses will be doing a disproportionate amount of the lifting on the Wellington City bus network. The big
breakthrough will be reduced costs for retooling existing diesel buses to 100% electric. Wellington bus operators are investigating options
and costs which is assisted by ever cheaper and lighter bus technology and new approaches to financially packaging battery technology
(i.e. battery leasing).
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Former Regional Council chair Chris Laidlaw was unwilling to mention any date when he confirmed last year that his council has
“… set ourselves the target of a 100% electric bus fleet.”
So it is encouraging that his successor is willing to commit to much more specific ambitions. Stand by for the council’s first meeting in the
new year.
This article was amended after first publication to include the response from Daran Ponter.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 10 December 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=124478#more-124478
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Auckland bus drivers vote to continue industrial action, go without pay
Up to 600 Auckland bus drivers will continue to go without pay in the lead up to Christmas after rejecting NZ Bus' standing offer.
Tramways Union president Gary Froggatt said a meeting on Tuesday with the bus company included members of both the Tramways
Union and First Union who have been taking industrial action against it. "We did put a proposal to the members, but they rejected it,"
Froggatt said. "We're currently in negotiations with the management of NZ Bus. We're hoping we can reach some sort of deal, but that's
really up to NZ Bus. They want the buses back on the road and we want to get the drivers back to work." NZ Bus CEO Barry Hinkley said:
"There was a long discussion today with ideas and claims bounced between us. We thought we had made an offer that would see drivers
return to work however it was not agreed to by the unions. "We will continue discussions and we hope to find a way to resolve this so that
normal service can resume as soon as possible." NZ Bus announced late last week that buses on some of Auckland's busiest routes would
be cancelled from Saturday as a result of ongoing strike action. Drivers last week stopped collecting fares as part of their industrial
action. The company said drivers who continued to participate in the strike would be suspended. It comes after a new wage deal to try and
finalise a new collective agreement with First Union and Tramways members was not accepted, Auckland Transport said in a statement.
First Union spokesman Jared Abbott said its drivers were thankful for the sympathy and solidarity they had received about "the fact that
they are without pay or security as Christmas approaches". Froggatt said the members would be willing to collect fares again if they
returned to work, but only if they receive a new collective agreement that meets their demands. NZ Bus had also met with the First Union
and the Tramways Union Monday, but nothing came out of the talks. Hinkley said: "There is no lock out. The bus drivers can come back to
work any time, they just need to collect fares so we can afford to run the services. Our contract with AT stipulates that we are responsible
for collecting fares." But the First Union's Jared Abbott didn't see anything positive come out of yesterday's meeting. "We proposed a lot
of solutions, but when you are trying to bargain with someone who says there is our offer, take or leave it, it doesn't help. The company's
offer is 44 cents more an hour and that's a joke. "The main issues are around their pay and the broken shifts and the unpaid down time
our drivers face between shifts. The issues are tied together. What we're asking for is quite modest. At the moment if you take what they
make from the start of the day to the end of the day they often end up being paid below minimum wage." But Abbott said First Union
remains open to talks with the company. "Our doors are open if they want to continue the discussions." NZ Bus announced late last week
that buses on some of Auckland's busiest routes would be cancelled from Saturday as a result of ongoing strike action. Drivers last week
stopped collecting fares as part of their industrial action. The company said drivers who continued to participate in the strike would be
suspended. It comes after a new wage deal to try and finalise a new collective agreement with First Union and Tramways members was
not accepted, Auckland Transport said in a statement.
Source: Stuff: 11 December 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/auckland/118097220/auckland-bus-drivers-vote-to-continue-industrial-action
NZ Bus operates about one third of Auckland’s bus services. The drivers have rejected a 2% pay rise.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Auckland bus strike: NZ Bus services to resume on Friday
All NZ Bus services cancelled as a result of strike action are set to resume first thing on Friday (13 December) as drivers agree to return to
work. Auckland Transport (AT) said it had received official confirmation from First Union and Tramways all industrial action had been
withdrawn. "We'd like to thank our customers for their patience during the disruption." NZ Bus services were cancelled on Saturday and
drivers were suspended for their strike action which saw them giving passengers free rides. On Friday, Auckland Council outlined concern
about the industrial action and its impact on the city's public transport, and called on AT to work with NZ Bus and the relevant unions to
find a solution to end the dispute. It also called on Auckland Mayor Phil Goff to write to the Ministry of Transport on behalf of council
about the existing Public Transport Operating Model (PTOM) Review to ensure the recruitment and retention of bus drivers were
addressed and a fair resolution was reached on wages and working conditions. First Union's Jared Abbott said the council decision was an
important win for suspended bus drivers who would be back at work tomorrow. But he said there were still serious issues to be resolved
and wouldn't rule out further strike action if progress could not be achieved during future negotiations. "With that support from the
council the drivers have agreed to return to work. It's a pathway to reaching a resolution," he said. "There's no point in the public, our
drivers, or the company suffering. At this stage we have to try and sort this out." He said there was a lot of debate amongst the drivers at
today's meeting. "It was really tough. There was a lot of people who felt strong about continuing the action and there were others who
felt strong about resolving it. So this is a lifeline." NZ Bus CEO Barry Hinkley said he was pleased drivers had voted to return to work.
"While we still have negotiations to continue with, we are pleased that drivers can come back to work and Aucklanders can resume using
their bus services." At the same time as the dispute was being resolved, Auckland councillors unanimously called for urgent moves to
tackle the longer-term problems such as the split shifts and long working days of the drivers. Councillor Cathy Casey sought support, telling
Thursday's meeting it had been prompted by Goff saying the previous day he would not intervene in the dispute. The councillors asked
Goff to write to the Ministry of Transport seeking urgency in the current review of the contracting system for bus services, as well as
finding a fair and equitable resolution around drivers' wages and working conditions. It is the council agency Auckland Transport, which
contracts the city's bus services on terms agreed between it and private bus companies. Stuff asked both Phil Goff and Transport Minister
Phil Twyford during a briefing on Wednesday, about the ongoing review of the PTOM contracting system and work jointly underway with
unions, councils and the industry, about driver recruitment problems, and working hours. Twyford saw no easy solution to the system in
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which drivers work a morning and evening shift with a lengthy break in the middle of the day. "What are they going to do for the other
four hours [after the peak]?" questioned Twyford. Goff previously told Stuff the joint working party overseen by the Government was the
appropriate place for the drivers' issues to be resolved, when asked whether there should be an Auckland-led initiative.
Source: Stuff: 12 December 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/national/118039767/auckland-bus-strike-nz-bus-services-to-resume-on-friday
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

80 more electric buses: MPs told about roadmap for better buses, trains and ferries
News from Greater Wellington Regional Council
A roadmap for the region’s bus, rail and ferry network was shared with the Transport and Infrastructure Select Committee at Parliament
during an update from the Regional Council and the NZ Transport Agency today. Regional Council Chair Daran Ponter outlined a program
of works to bring customers more services across the network, including: results from its city-wide network review, further investment in
electric vehicles across its bus, rail, and ferry operations, bus priority measures, and progress against the nation-wide bus driver shortage.
“Only a couple of hours ago, Council agreed an aggressive schedule of activity starting in January 2020 which will see a reduction in forced
transfers, more direct services, reinstatement of suspended services and more reliability through additional peak and shoulder peak
services. These actions are built on feedback from 1756 Wellingtonians that took part in our Wellington City bus network review,” said Cr
Ponter. The council also gave key network statistics to the committee. In an important September milestone it carried 40 million
passengers across rail, bus and ferry services during the year – a first for the Wellington region. Bus patronage was up by 5 per cent yearon-year with reliability at 99.3 per cent and punctuality at 93.9 per cent for October. There were significant increases in its rail network
too, with a new annual patronage high of 14.3 million passengers, an increase of 800,000 passengers on the previous year. Peak patronage
rates were even higher, with the two busiest lines Hutt Valley and Kapiti rising by 12 per cent. “The significant increase in train passengers
shows an urgent need to fund a modern electric or hybrid fleet so we can avoid commuters being “packed in like sardines” on a daily basis,
on long journeys across the region,” said Chair Ponter. The council is also in final negotiations with bus operators to get more than 80 new
electric vehicles on the network and Wellington will welcome the Southern Hemisphere’s first electric ferry early in the new year. The
Transport Agency and the council also detailed an agreed action plan with the Wellington City Council on bus priority measures
throughout the city. “In the short-term we are focusing on eight congestion corridors across the city. Simple solutions like traffic light
priority for buses, road layout changes, better kerbside access for buses, removal of obstacles and how we space our bus stops, will give
customers greater consistency day-to-day. Longer-term we’ll see more reliability through the dedicated bus priority lanes planned under
Let’s Get Wellington Moving,” said Chair Ponter. Chair Ponter said that the council was taking a pragmatic approach to the network and
that very real constraints such as driver shortages would be considered and factored into its initiatives. “Bus operators have been working
hard to recruit in a tight labour market and the numbers of drivers have steadily improved with three of our four operators at full
contingent now. We have also been working in the background with unions, operators, other councils and the Government to ensure that
drivers get the rest and meal breaks they need,” added Chair Ponter. Transport Agency Director of Regional Relationships Emma Speight
said: “The Agency recognised the significant work that Greater Wellington has put into addressing the issues it has faced. We will continue
to work with the Council as it progresses its immediate and long-term improvements to Wellington’s public transport network”. The
Transport Agency, the Ministry of Transport and the Regional Council were at today’s Select Committee meeting, Council chair Daran
Ponter presented the update alongside Chief Executive Greg Campbell and Metlink General Manager Greg Pollock.
Source: Wellington Scoop: 12 December 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=124551
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Some hopeful signs of an end to bustastrophiness
Dave Armstrong
It is now 18 months since our unbroken bus network was 'fixed' and the problems began. Three of the main architects of the disastrous
system have either retired or failed to win re-election. But the bureaucrats behind the changes are still there. Will we start to see some
real change over the next few months, or will it be bustastrophiness as usual? A "roadmap'' that was recently shared by Greater
Wellington Regional Council (GWRC) and the NZ Transport Agency (NZTA) to a parliamentary select committee gave me some optimism,
although even the word these organisations used for the plan – roadmap – shows where much of their thinking still lies. New GWRC
chairman Daran Ponter does not have his head in the sand and he has had lots of experience at apologising for the snafus caused by
others. Yet despite being a Labour councillor, he seems to be gaining approval from both sides of the political divide. The roadmap will see
the number of hated bus transfers reduced next year, and direct services will increase. Great. Although the GWRC regularly trumpets
results such as "99.3 per cent reliability", I take them with a grain of salt as they are often so statistically dodgy that they would make Kim
Jong Un blush. Let's remember that this 'reliability' and 'punctuality' has been achieved by cancelling some services. My entirely
unscientific anecdotal evidence tells me that while the buses haven't improved much in the past few months, nor have they got much
worse. Sadly, the increased congestion on Wellington's roads would suggest that a significant number of former bus commuters have
given up on buses and switched to cars or other transport instead. Trains are a different matter. Despite dreadful infrastructure, a greater
number of Wellingtonians are using trains – 800,000 more than last year. Ponter acknowledged that the increased numbers "shows the
urgent need to fund a modern electric or hybrid fleet so we can avoid commuters being 'packed in like sardines' on a daily basis." Hear,
hear. Let's hope it happens sooner rather than later as commuters will happily use public transport in preference to cars if it's comfortable,
reliable and inexpensive. Eighty new electric buses are also planned to be introduced – hopefully by the end of 2020. That's fewer than
former trolley bus numbers* but it's a good start and will be welcomed by passengers, pedestrians and cyclists. Nothing is quite as
disgusting for a cyclist as sitting at the lights behind one of the sooty old diesels that would be banned in most European cities. Also
welcome is the agreement between NZTA, GWRC and Wellington City Council on an action plan for bus priority. What became apparent
during the recent mayoral elections was that while most of the bustastrophe could be blamed on the GRWC, bus priority had received far
less attention from the city council than 'big picture' issues like mass transit. While it's important to plan ahead, smaller short-term wins
such as bus priority are also important. When the hubs and increased congestion started slowing down our buses, the lack of bus priority
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planning became very apparent. While GWRC are looking at traffic light priority for buses they would also do well to consider pedestrians.
For short walks in the city, it's easy to spend over half of the time waiting at the damned lights. But the elephant in the room is bus driver
numbers. Ponter reports that three of the four bus operators have a full contingent. Central government, the GWRC and the drivers'
unions worked well to introduce recent rest and meal break changes without major disruption. That bodes well for a regional council that
last term refused to meaningfully engage with unions. Let's also remember that February and 'mad March' next year is a critical time for
public transport. If GWRC is forced to cancel services that have only recently been restored, and simply blame the "driver shortage" then
the new regional council chums will receive little sympathy from commuters. Hopefully, councillors and officials are looking at ways to
ensure that things will run more smoothly and that the crisis management of the past couple of years will be a thing of the past.
Meanwhile, cycling numbers are increasing at double-digit annual rates and electric scooters are proving popular. Yes, there are some
issues to do with scooter riders and pedestrians which need to be sorted out. The National Party's response to these positive moves is to
call for cyclists to be fined if they ride on the road when there is a cycle lane available. Really? I look forward to National also fining
motorised vehicles that come within 1.5 metres of a cyclist, fining motorists who open car doors in front of cyclists, and fining motorists
who park on cycle lanes. Surely any tension between different mode users needs to be resolved, not inflamed by unnecessary nanny state
laws. I say this not just as a cyclist, but as a pedestrian, scooter user and motorist as well.
Source: The Dominion Post. 17 December 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/comment/columnists/118231172/some-hopefulsigns-of-an-end-to-bustastrophiness
* Not quite correct there, Dave - certainly not in recent years anyway. The maximum number of trolleybuses that could ever be mustered
into service was sixty.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

$878,000 to discover all is not good with Wellington's buses
The bill for Wellington ratepayers is nearing the million-dollar mark to discover how to fix our bus system. Greater Wellington Regional
Council has revealed it spent $878,000 on a review of the bus network it infamously overhauled in July 2018. That review was just for
Wellington City and the council plans to "engage" Porirua, Kāpiti Coast, Hutt Valley and Wairarapa in 2020. That review, released earlier in
December, suggested about 30 changes which would cost about $2.5 million to implement and would see rates increase slightly. Greater
Wellington Regional Council chairman Daran Ponter said much of the cost was already budgeted for, but problems with the new bus
system had certainly pushed it higher than expected. From various community meetings it became clear that people didn't like bus
transfers, while reliability and overcrowding were issues. The council was already in the process of ditching or reducing the needs for some
transfers. It recently cancelled a number of bus services as it didn't have enough drivers to drive them. The cancellations led to more
reliability of the services that remained, Ponter said. "People have a much better idea if services will arrive. If not we would be playing
Russian roulette each morning." But enough drivers had now been employed and in the first two months of 2020 all services would be
back to normal, with some extra put on, he said. "It's standard practice to undertake post implementation reviews following major
changes and this was funded from the existing public transport budget. "Greater Wellington will spend $300,000,000 contracting bus
services in Wellington city over the next five years and we've invested around $878,000 so far to engage Wellington city community
members." The overhaul of the bus network, in July, 2018, was met with wide-ranging scorn as people lamented no-show or overcrowded buses. Hubbing - where passengers from the outer suburbs disembarked then got onto another bus - was one of the most
despised aspects of the new iteration, not helped by the fact that many of the hubs had not finished being built on time. A couple of
months into the new system the council flew in a United Kingdom-based expert to help fix it, at a cost of $36,000 over five weeks. But that
expert was unable to fix one massive problem - Wellington's two big bus companies were unable to find enough drivers to run services.
While the bus system overhaul was an unmitigated failure from the council's perspective there was one up-side. In the immediate
aftermath, as punctuality rates sat at around 60 per cent, Uber drivers reported an increase in business to the tune of about $400 per
week.
Source: Stuff. 22 December 2019. https://www.stuff.co.nz/dominion-post/news/118394575/878000-to-discover-all-is-not-good-withwellingtons-buses
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Letter to The Dominion Post 24 December 2019.

Dirty diesels make Lambton Quay as polluted as a clogged motorway
Report from RNZ
The air quality on Wellington’s golden mile is as bad as some of the worst polluted sections of clogged multilane motorway networks in the country. The information comes from NIWA which is updating its national
road transport air pollution map which uses samples from 1000 sites around the country. NIWA scientist Ian
Longley said the most polluted areas in New Zealand are the places where there is lots of traffic with stopstart driving. These include Auckland’s central motorway junctions and the state highways in Hamilton. Dr
Longley said what is surprising is that the air quality on Lambton Quay and Courtenay Place is about as bad as
those places – despite having just a tenth of the traffic volume of
the major arterial routes. “It’s this combination of a small number
of diesel vehicles and tall buildings which are sheltering the street
and stopping the air dispersing. “It’s really striking that that really
does have a big effect.” Dr Longley said relatively small changes like getting diesel buses out of
the inner city would make a big difference. He said the old diesel buses and trucks were
preventing the country from having some of the lowest urban air pollution levels in the world.

Right: One of the “old” diesel buses referred to in the story, ex-Auckland M.A.N. 1422, new in
2003, seen making its way towards the Interchange on a Route 3 working on 31 January 2019.
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New Zealand had a relatively large number of old dirty diesels, he said, and these had a disproportionately negative impact on air quality.
However, there was no doubt that even the country’s most polluted areas were better than comparable places in Asia and Europe. “Given
our isolation and windiness we really should have the best urban air quality of almost anywhere in the world,” he said. “That’s a realistic
goal for us.” He said New Zealand’s natural geographic advantage meant New Zealand may be complacent about the fleet’s emission
standards. NIWA will be releasing the air-quality maps for all the country’s towns and cities on its website in the new year.
Source: Wellington Scoop. 29 December 2019. http://wellington.scoop.co.nz/?p=124891
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

These three trolleybuses all have one thing in
common; they are class leaders. 201, numerically the
first Volvo (although not the first into service), 301,
the first of the three Designline prototypes and 331,
the first of the main Designline fleet.

201 on 29 April 2003, departing the newly opened
Interchange for Island Bay.

A pristine 301 in Mills Road, Brooklyn on a trolleybus enthusiasts’ charter
on 16 August 2003.

331 in Lambton Quay on 12 November 2009 on its
way to Miramar.
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384 – A SALUTE TO THE VERY LAST TROLLEYBUS IN SERVICE
Left: The main fleet of Designline
trolleybuses were numbered 331-387.
The first buses were introduced in 2007
with the final examples arriving about
two years later. On 26 November 2010,
384 drifts down Wallace Street and turns
into John Street, Newtown performing a
Route 11 duty to Seatoun. The overhead
forming part of the John Street loop can
be seen in the top right hand corner of
the photograph.

Right: Another view of Wallace Street and this time 384
is city bound with a 10 from Newtown Park on 15
February 2011. In the first week of January 2020, part
of Wallace Street will be closed to traffic as work begins
updating the water supply and construction of the
nearby Omāroro reservoir project. Traffic, including
buses, will be turning into and exiting Hargreaves
Street, seen to the left of 384, and then travelling along
Wright Street which runs parallel to Wallace Street.
This will become the new route to and from John Street
for the next six months.

Left: On 9 November 2012, 384 was
photographed in the southern end of Victoria
Street, having just crossed Karo Drive, and
working the short Route 9 run to Aro Street.
These wires were shared by the 7 to Kingston.
Just ahead was the switch that separated the
two routes.
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Right: A “going away” view of 384 in Elizabeth Street
while working a 2 to Miramar on 5 December 2013. It
was probably a warm day as all the hopper windows
are open. Mt Victoria towers above the bus in the
background and within a minute or two 384 will be
travelling through the Hataitai bus tunnel.

Left: 384 is city-bound on this Route 2 service on
13 March 2014 with its driver making the turn
from Moxham Avenue into Waitoa Road. This
location was a place full of special work interest.
Behind is Scania 2502 on a “Flyer” duty from the
Airport to Queensgate in Lower Hutt.

Right: Surprisingly, 384 managed to escape
any off-side advertising until 2015. On 24
August that year the trolleybus was
photographed in Rua Street, Lyall Bay
heading in the direction of the terminus to
begin a shift.
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Left: On 8 November 2016, 384 turns right out of Manners Street
into Taranaki Street while working an 11 to Seatoun. This was
another location where there was plenty of special work interest.

Right: 384, inbound on Route 1 and recorded in
Riddiford Street having just turned out of Rintoul
Street (seen in the background by the trees).
Switch 467 is prominent against the summer sky
on 3 February 2017. It is at this point that Island
Bay trolleybuses once switched to the right hand
overhead whilst Route 3, 10 and 11 trolleys
continued ahead through the Newtown shopping
centre. I cannot find any record of 384 ever
wearing a large off-side ad and it retained this Bic
pen promotion until the end of services later that
year.

Left: This photograph of 384 was taken on the morning of
the final day of trolleybus operation, 31 October 2017 in
Darlington Road, Miramar with the bus heading towards
the terminus. It continued to work throughout the day
with it holding the dubious honour of operating the very
last trolleybus service from Karori Park as far as Kilbirnie,
arriving in the early hours of 1 November.

Right: 384 had one more duty to perform and because of it being the “very
last” it was chosen to be part of the Kilbirnie Christmas parade on 3
December 2017. It was towed to and from the nearby depot and was
decked out with a display of photographs showing trolleybuses at work in
Wellington from 1924 to 2017.
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Right: Duty done, 384 is towed back to Kilbirnie depot along
Onepu Road to once again join the majority of its
classmates. The overhead was still in place at this time but
the power had been switched off for the last time shortly
after it completed its last duty back in the early hours of 1
November that year.

Left: The last bit of sunshine 384 saw on its bodywork as it is
towed back into Kilbirnie depot following its outing at the
Christmas event. Many people flocked to enjoy one last look at
the bus and its display of pictures.

Above: Being somewhat of a “celebrity” bus the question arises as
to whether it will be saved for preservation. On 13 April 2018 it
quietly ponders its future, complete with the photographic
display still attached to its windows (as it still does today).

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

UPDATE
This picture of B.U.T. 69 appeared on page 9 in the December 2019
issue. Graeme Inwood pinpointed the location to that of The Parade,
Island Bay outside the old fire service training facility, prior to the
organisation moving to Troy Street in Kilbirnie. The buildings behind
the bus have now been replaced by housing.
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Your Comments and
Feedback

“All good things come to an end. It never fails to amaze me at the ignorance and stupidity of some City Councils and alleged “Transit
Experts” who have destroyed excellent trolley coach systems - Toronto is a perfect example. Currently in Europe several dead systems have
been reinstated. One never knows. Regardless, it has been very enjoyable reading all your reports. Thanks for your great efforts and a very
MERRY CHRISTMAS and HAPPY NEW YEAR to both you and Carole.” Thomas Shepherd.
“Yet another amazing edition of UTW. As I frequently comment, the way you source material always astounds me. But the photos for
Wellington are mostly yours and their quality is always amazing. Conversely, there would not be anywhere (possibly in the world) a more
dilapidated and uncared-for fleet, as the majority of the earlier B.U.T. and Crossleys. To see those photos now, makes me wonder what sort
of transport department we had at that time, and how little pride there must have been in the management and the councilors of the time
The paint on some bus roofs was so bleached and thin you could almost see through it into the bus! And to be the capital of New Zealand,
Wellington, was really being let down in a big way. Today’s bus fleet may not be painted the colours we would all like, but at least they are
pretty much up to required condition being new, or newly painted. Although I would have to say that the condition of the NZ Bus fleet is
currently superior to Tranzit. Tranzit have scarcely a vehicle without the body skirt on the sides scraped or dented. The fibreglass rear
corners are similarly in bad condition. I believe all Tranzit buses, will have come with pre-painted panels, and corner moldings, as spares
which can be quickly changed, and the damaged ones repaired, and put back into stock for another mishap.” David Donald.
“Thanks Alan, another great issue. Only wish I lived near Wellington to have seen more of them. All the best for Christmas and a BIG
THANKS for the effort you put into this very interesting mag.” Bryan Blanchard.
“Great reading (and photos) once again! On page 26 of the December issue you show 36 in Carlton Gore Road with route number 12
displayed and commented on that route's usual destination. As a boyhood resident of a little road off Glenmore Street in the 1950s and
early 1960s I was familiar with the Karori Park (usually 12) and Northland (13) routes. From Courtenay Place (see my comment in an
earlier issue about the overhead passing loops there) both routes took the buses into Cambridge Terrace and Wakefield Street, then to
Featherston and Brandon Streets and Lambton Quay. From there route 12 took the buses up Bowen Street to Tinakori Road and Glenmore
Street, while 13 used the longer route via Molesworth St and Tinakori Road. From memory, some Northland buses used route 12 at peak
times. On one occasion after school I boarded an empty Karori Park bus on Lambton Quay bearing the route number 13. Sure enough, it
took the Molesworth Street/Tinakori Road route, and this shy 13 year-old found himself very embarrassed when a vast number of very
high-spirited Wellington Girls' College students crammed into the bus at a stop in Tinakori Road. I eventually managed to escape at my
stop opposite The Rigi.” Ronald Mayes.
“Alan, thank you for publishing "Under the Wires" magazine. I read it from cover to cover. You once asked me why I don't like buses. I'm an
‘O’ scale trolley fan and builder. For some reason buses don't have the "romance" of streetcars or inter-urbans. I'm of an age to remember
Chicago getting rid of streetcars and substituting either diesel, propane, or trolleybuses. During the time I was growing up the Chicago
North Shore and Milwaukee plus the Chicago Aurora and Elgin stopped running. For some reason I like the Wellington trolleybuses. They
are interesting. Too bad they are either being sold off or scrapped.” Edward Halstead.
“Another unbelievable issue of ‘Under the Wires’ – do you ever sleep?” Graham Stewart. [Ed – Yes, once or twice a month!]
“In the August issue there is a photo of trolley bus 52 with a broken pole and a garage serviceman on the roof. You ask the question, “How
did he get there when there is no tower wagon in sight?” The answer is to be found in the photo itself. All Wellington trolleybuses from the
first English-bodied ones to the end of the Volvos had steps built into the near side. (Auckland trolley buses had these steps on the off-side)
These can be seen on 52 just forward of the rear door, and would have been used by the garage serviceman to climb on to the roof. The
steps were hinged at the bottom of each one and could be pulled down to provide a level step. I cannot see clearly in the photo but they
are probably all in the down position, ready for the serviceman to climb down again.”Broken or bent poles were common because of a
deliberate design feature. The engineer in my time, Ron Burdette told me that the poles were made of mild steel so that they would give in
a situation of snagging or de-wiring with a heavy impact. It was regarded as easier to replace the pole, as is being done here, than to
repair damaged overhead caused by a free swinging pole. I once had a pole pulled right out of its base and held alongside the bus only by
the cable and rope.
November issue: On page 15 is a photo of Wellington 82 at Sandtoft with the poles on different wires, and an explanation is asked for. The
explanation is this: It will be seen that the poles are approaching a trailing frog. If both poles were on the wires running
straight through the right-hand one would be in the middle of the insulated section of the frog. By putting that pole on the
wire leading in from the right, the bus will have continuous power as it travels under the frog. Back in my day, when we had
no battery power to get us through such predicaments, these were the tricks of the trade; either that or manually pushing
the bus (with the help of passengers or the driver of a following bus). The most difficult place to get stuck on was under a
section insulator where both poles were under the insulated sections. Then either the bus had to be pushed or the poles
placed on the wire on the opposite side of the road, if they would reach that far. With the poles at a sharper angle, they
were usually clear of the insulators. Also at Sandtoft: on page 6 is a photo of Mexborough and Swinton 34. This reminded
me that when visited the U.K. in 2000 I visited the Ipswich Transport Museum (right) where I saw Ipswich trolleybus number
2, restored but not to working order. I was struck by the similarity to the Kaiwharra trackless tram, now in the Omnibus
Society collection awaiting restoration. I enclose a couple of photos. The Ipswich Museum had another early trolley bus
awaiting restoration. I think it was even more like the Kaiwharawhara one but unfortunately I did not photograph that one.
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December issue: On page 26 is a photo of B.U.T. 36 in Grafton Road en-route from Roseneath to Wadestown. The driver is almost certainly
Tom Cole, who was the most senior driver during my time with WCT in the 70s and 80s. Tom had an AM shift on this route for many years
and had seen children grow into adults, travelling on his bus through those years. His PM shift included the daily Sightseeing Tour from 2
pm each week-day afternoon. I wonder if 36 was being transferred from Kilbirnie workshops to Wakefield Street depot as it is showing
Courtenay Place. In my time we were required to show Courtenay Place and pick up any passengers en route. The route number would be
unimportant. It was possible to travel from Kilbirnie, through Hataitai and Roseneath as the wires were all connected. Page 24 shows a
couple of photos of the tower wagons of that time, built on Bedford TK chassis. In 1976 I built a model of those tower wagons to be
presented to the overhead engineer, Ken Elliott when he retired. Ken had designed these tower wagons and was tickled pink to get a
model to remind him of his years with Wellington City Transport.” Ian Robertson.
“Under the Wires brings warmth into this cold (U.K.) December and takes your mind off the things associated with this time of year. This is
a high quality magazine with good photos and many items of interest from across the world. Roger Davies is well known to readers of
‘Buses’ and ‘Classic Bus’ in the U.K; his knowledge of San Francisco is second to none. Glad I visited when I did before these developments in
the trolley coach and streetcar operation. Andrew Henbest with the day trip to Geneva is just inspirational. I have been to Salzburg in a day
from Stansted Airport but you need stamina for the long hours! The patience of D.L.A. Turner is amazing with results we can only dream of.
Markus Lang was always there with camera when things went wrong. The guard of honour by
the Volvo trolley booms is brilliant. The trolleybuses featured in Vladimir are of two types, ZIU-9
135 and 215 with 177 and 190 as Trolza-5275 low floor. I bet they make
some lovely noises like the old Skoda-ET1 in San Francisco. Angus
McIntyre puts a good theory forward to the placing of 82's booms on
two wires. Just to add some more Designline buses to the ‘look-a-likes’,
Stagecoach boss Brian Souter put ten hybrid Olymbus into Quaylink
service in Newcastle-upon-Tyne during 2005. At £8 million cost it was all
over by 2009 with replacement buses and early scrapping after diesel
engine conversion was considered. Let's hope some of the redundant
Wellington trolleybuses get the chance of another life. If Byron Bay in
Australia can convert a 1949 railcar to solar power anything is possible.
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year to you both and all the readers of UTW.” Phil Waters.
Photos: (Above) San Francisco Muni PCC cars 1040, 1006 and 1008 stand at Fisherman’s Wharf on 16 October 2018. Phil Waters. (Above right) Quaylink 61006
Designline Olymbus 9 May 2009. (Wikipedia).

“Yet another brilliant copy of UTW. Enjoyed the collection of colour photos of the B.U.T.s by Michael Jarka and Graeme Inwood, plus of
course yourself. The pages devoted to the "Lookalikes" was very interesting, and as you quite rightly say D.L.A. Turner's aeroplane photo is
amazing as are his two photos of two more B.U.T.s, and the two of the Volvos at the end. Also very much enjoyed Andrew Henbest's
coverage of Geneva and Roger Davies' coverage of San Francisco. It just goes to show what can be achieved by cities that believe in electric
traction. Again "Spotlight on the Media" brought a smile to my face especially the Wellington Scoop items by Lindsay Shelton. Keep up the
excellent work.” Peter Blears.
“As always, congratulations on another excellent issue of UTW. The highlights for me were; P4-7; A Trolleybus for Christmas - 13 excellent
photos. P7-10; B.U.T.'s on Parade. P15; Alan Smith's letter. P17; The retaining hooks - Carole must sometimes wonder what you are going
to bring home next! Page 18; the caption alongside bus 4186 made for interesting reading. The photo below of 3454 and the interesting
display thereon. P22; The photo of 331 and 332. P24; Both articles. P25; The superb photo taken by D.L.A. Turner. P26; Both photos. P27;
The line up of Volvo's, third photo down. P29; Ouch! P30; The article by Conor Hill. P32; The article re the Airport Flyer situation. I wonder if
any other capital city world-wide would allow such a fiasco to occur? P34; The article by Dave Armstrong - as always, his writing is laced
with sarcasm and humour. Ditto the piece below regarding lunches, as well as the letter by Alan Smith. P36/37; A Day Trip to Geneva. I
once flew on a return fight to Geneva from London Luton - the outward journey took just 58 minutes. Like all Swiss cities, the public
transport system is excellent. Page 38-40; Roger Davies in San Francisco. No surprise to read about the accelerating abilities of the New
Flyers there.” Tom Douce.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Two views from the opening day of trolleybus operation on the Karori Park route, 4 October 1954. Left is B.U.T. 22 at Karori Park terminus
and right is 31 at the crest of the hill in Karori Road at the (then named) Church Hill bus stop. St Mary’s Church is nearby above where the
bus is stopped. The bus stop is no longer there and was moved further down the road. This location was notable for being the highest
point on Wellington’s trolleybus network. Photos: Wellington City Council Archives.

THEN AND NOW - KILBIRNIE

Graham Stewart provided these two photographs that were taken sixty-six years apart. The view is looking east along
Coutts Street with Onepu Road crossing from left to right. In 1951 Kilbirnie was the domain of the trams and one is seen
heading in the direction of Lyall Bay on Route 3. In October 2019, Graham revisited the same location and photographed
Designline 381 having just left the nearby depot and heading for the city, not in service, to start a shift.
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HERE AND THERE
Left: For those that believe in Santa, here he is having a short holiday from
the North Pole and doing a turn in Wellington on 9 December. Not sure
which is the easiest; driving a bus or wrestling with a herd of reindeer?
Whichever is the case he was certainly getting plenty of positive attention
and smiles from the travelling public and those walking along the street.
Although not confirmed, it was disappointing to subsequently hear that the
driver concerned was asked not to wear this attire while driving his bus. How
the Grinch Stole Christmas comes to mind.

Right: Waterloo depot, adjacent to the railway station, was
once the base for a fleet of Cityline (Stagecoach) buses.
Cityline later became part of the NZ Bus fleet. With the loss of
the Hutt Valley routes to Tranzit and their Tranzurban
company the site and a number of the buses became surplus
to requirements. The land was sold to the Regional Council
who have turned it into yet another park and ride (the station
now has several). The top view shows it as an active bus
depot on 11 May 2003 with the comparison taken on 11
December 2019, two days after its opening. An additional 160
cars can be parked in this area. A total of 779 cars can now be
parked at Waterloo.
Left: Despite Stagecoach selling its Wellington bus interests to NZ Bus in 2005, trolleybuses not
having an engine and the trolleybus network closing at the end of October 2017, this quaint sign is
still attached to a post at Newtown Park terminus after all these years. Russell Jenkins photographed
it on 13 December 2019.
Right: This cake, modelled on an electric double-decker
was on display at a Transport and Infrastructure Select
Committee meeting at Parliament on 12 December.
Councillor Daran Ponter was giving details of upcoming
improvements and developments with regard to the
Capital’s bus services. One wonders if the politicians
sliced it up or whether it was just for show. It can be said
with some certainty that this was the only “electric EV
bus” to arrive in Wellington in 2019 but the GWRC is
promising more, 80+ they say. Photo: Daran Ponter.

Left: As far as I am aware, just one object relating to trolleybuses now remains in
Wellington (other than a few span wires) - an End of an Era board in Elizabeth Street,
seen on 19 December being passed by Airport Flyer 2510. A similar board in Manners
Street has recently been removed as has the SLOW 15kph board that was left on a span
wire complete with fittings at the bottom of Bowen Street.
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Left: After work began on Kilbirnie hub 18 months ago it now
appears to be finally complete. The finishing touch was a
covered walkway part of the way along Bay Road to afford bus
users some protection from the elements whilst walking from
the shopping centre to the bus stops. Part of the most recent
development can be seen underneath the pōhutukawa tree. 20
December 2019.

----------------------------------------------

203 – ONE THAT NEARLY GOT AWAY (December 2019)
prompted reader Henry Brittain to get out his records. He
writes: “Here are my notes regarding the Volvos stored at
Kilbirnie taken from a notebook I used at the time which may
help unravel the history of some of the earlier Volvos.
6 October 1997. Buses stored in number 1 barn (this is where the Rita Angus Retirement village is now). 267 accident damaged (rear on
side corner caved in but in Stagecoach livery). 202/203/205 incomplete and used for parts. Stored in workshop were 228/231/230. 228
had been stripped right out and the other two incomplete and used for spares. All in original red.
The next entry was 29 Sept 2003; ‘rotten row’ in workshop contained
203/228/267. It was noted that 202/230/231 have been sold off and taken
off site. I do not know their final fate but it could have been to somewhere
in the Manawatu. 205 had at that time been acquired by the Omnibus
Society. 203 was subsequently acquired by Wayne Little and removed to his
property in Masterton. Either 228 or 267 may have been used for an
advertisement* where a bus was tipped on its side. I had noted that 206
had gone to Ashburton, possibly as the first donor bus for the next
generation of trolleybuses. 203 and 205 were subsequently returned to
Kilbirnie so that they could join the fleet of buses being broken up with
parts put aside for the new Designlines. When the Volvo’s finally came off
the road, 233 and 258 were made available as replacements; 233 going to
the Omnibus Society and 258 to the Tramway Historical Society at
Ferrymead.”
Right: Two of the Volvos, referred to by Henry Brittain, 228 and 267, are
pictured inside Kilbirnie depot on 27 November 2003. Photo: Graeme Inwood.
* Can any reader remember this advertisement and what it was for?

Left: Also referred to in the text is 206. The electrical equipment,
steering and rear axle were donated and used in the production of
Designline prototype 301. Here is 206’s body shell in Ashburton,
circa 2002. As 301 has since been saved for preservation, those
parts of 206 therefore live on. Photo: Graham Butler.

Right: While having absolutely nothing to do with Wellington’s trolleybuses,
reader Roger Davies in the U.K. sent this photo of a food truck taken at
Auckland’s Eden Park on 2 November 2019. Roger writes: “This is rather
amazing. I owned JCK 541 for while as did my company Maidstone & District
which I part owned so owned the bus twice. It was originally Ribble 1466 one of
45 Leylands with Burlingham bodies numbered 1431 to 1475, there's quite a few
in my book ‘Ribble’ as I liked them. Can any of your contacts shed any light on this
– it would be fun to know?” [I can say that it’s a 1967 Citroen light van – Ed]

The same location in Manners Street, back
in the days of trams and trolleybuses. On
the left is tram 133 posing with a Chevrolet
tower wagon. The conductress watches the
activity from the running board. On the
right is 356 on 3 March 2015. Thanks to
Graham Stewart for the
period
photograph.
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SEATOUN TUNNEL UPDATE
Work is continuing on the strengthening of the Seatoun tunnel
entrances, although the holiday season has seen a halt to proceedings.

On 24 December 2019, Scania 2220 enters the eastern portal as
it returns to the city to then continue on this Route 2 duty to
Karori. Since the last report on this project, scaffolding has been
erected across the top of the tunnel entrance

Left: Remembering the tunnel from the days of trolleybuses. On 29
January 2004, Volvo 254 emerges into the sunshine in Ferry Street as
it makes its way towards the Seatoun terminus. Other than the driver
there doesn’t look to be anyone else aboard.

Right: New lighting has been installed through the tunnel, although yet to be commissioned
(during the day?)

Left: How the tunnel looked
prior to work starting.

Right: 227 (The Ghost) enters the tunnel from Ferry Street on 21 July 2009,
during the last few months of Volvo operation. With the overhead now
removed and the old lighting soon to go, the tunnel will have a much
brighter appearance compared to the dank feel it has had up until now. The
only disappointing part is that it will never resound to the sound of
trolleybuses again. 227 was unfortunately broken up upon withdrawal.
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SAD SCENES
While the trolleybuses await news of their reprieve
or whatever the future has for them, some present
a sad sight. These photographs were taken on 10
December 2019.

From top to bottom: 387, its number now only just visible under the layer of pigeon
excrement; 337, missing many parts including two axles and its motor; 351, another
example that has become a favourite with the depot birds; 332, the Designline with
the unique seating plan – single seats on either side of the interior and 375, a longterm casualty that hasn’t moved for some years.
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CARDIFF COMMEMORATION
It’s been fifty years since the final trolleybus timetabled service in Cardiff, the Welsh capital, ended on 3 December 1969 due to an
industrial dispute in the depot workshop plus damage to an important river bridge. However, the transport department allowed a
tour to run on the 7 December and pressed ahead for a special operation of the remaining trolleybuses over the weekend 9 and
10 January 1970. The closing final run was carried out on Sunday 11 January 1970 by trolleybus 262. Four Cardiff trolleybuses are
preserved; 242 B.U.T./East Lancs single decker, 262 BUT/Bruce double-decker in the later maroon and cream livery (both of which
narrowly escaped being lost in a recent fire at their storage facility), 203 AEC 664T/Northern Counties in its original livery and now
based at Sandtoft and 215, a B.U.T. double-decker from 1948 preserved at the National Museum of Wales in Cardiff. The
photographs show 203 at the Black Country Museum in wartime colours during 1994 and later at a 2010 restoration launch at the
Trolleybus Museum at Sandtoft. The closure in 1969 left just three trolleybus operators in the U.K., with Walsall going in October
1970 under the West Midlands Passenger Transport Executive, then Teesside in 1971 and finally Bradford in 1972.

Left: 203 running in war-time grey livery on 12 June 1994 at
the Black Country Museum at Dudley in the West Midlands.

Photos and text: Phil Waters.

Right: A rear view of 203, an AEC 664T with Northern
Counties body, pictured at The Trolleybus Museum at
Sandtoft in 2010. It was in service from 1942. These were the
last AEC trolleybuses built and the only ones bodied by
Northern Counties.

Cardiff was the last operator in the U.K.
with three-axle trolleybuses.

Left: This is certainly a stunning streamlined style livery
compared to the war-time paint job. 203 was photographed
on the Sandtoft circuit. Ten of these buses were built for
Cardiff by A.E.C. Aficionados will notice some similarities
between these buses and many of the trolleybuses that once
served London. That’s because AEC constructed 660 vehicles
for the Capital of the 664T type. The abbreviation AEC stood
for Associated Equipment Company which was established in
the U.K. in 1912. In 1946 AEC and Leyland Motors formed
British United Traction as a joint venture for the manufacture
of trolleybuses. Also in 1948 AEC acquired Crossley Motors.
These manufacturers will be well known to those interested
in trolleybuses in New Zealand.
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SPECIAL WORK 636 REMEMBERED
Continuing the series on special work that once graced the overhead in
Wellington. This month we feature Crossing 636, situated in Kent Terrace
where routes exiting Elizabeth Street, inbound, predominantly on Route 2
and 5 met outbound Routes 1, 3 and 10 travelling south.
*Switches started with the number 4, Merges with 5 and crossings with 6.

Right: Setting the scene. This is the view looking south along
Kent Terrace. The wires curving left were the outbound wires
of Route 2 via Hataitai towards Kilbirnie and eventually
Miramar plus the peak time Routes 5 to Hataitai and
occasional Route 6 to Lyall Bay. The overhead continuing
along Kent Terrace was that used by trolleybuses on Routes
1, 3 and 10 which continued together as far as Newtown
before going their separate ways to Island Bay, Lyall Bay and
Newtown Park. The wires crossing from left to right are those
inbound on Route 2 which crossed the outbound route at
this point. Plate 636 is marked. A glimpse can also be had of
the wires which turned buses back at this point into
Cambridge Terrace and towards the city centre. This view
was taken on 19 April 2017.

Left: A similar view but taken on 9 October 2017, just weeks before “the
curtain came down” for trolleybuses in Wellington. 360 is pictured about to
turn left from Kent Terrace into Elizabeth Street, returning Not in Service to
Kilbirnie depot. This was the usual route for such buses.

Below: Photographed from the front seat of 303, sister 301 is about to pass
through crossing 636 on 1 June 2017 as it works towards Island Bay.
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Above: The view along Elizabeth Street. On 17 August 2015, 383 working a 2 from Miramar to the Railway Station waits for the traffic
lights to change so it can cross Kent Terrace and turn right into Cambridge Terrace from where this photograph was taken. Crossing 636 is
just ahead (marked). The turnback to Courtenay Place can be clearly seen at the top of the photo and where it joins the Route 2 overhead.
Mt Victoria dominates the background.

Left: 347 leaves Elizabeth Street and is about to pass
through the crossing. It is pictured on 3 November 2014.
Not only has the overhead gone but the car dealer yard to
the left of 347 has been replaced by an apartment block.

Right: Within a month of the last run of trolleybuses in Wellington, the
overhead was starting to be dismantled in Kent Terrace. On 27 November
2017, the wires towards Miramar had been removed at the intersection. The
crossing and the plate remained a little longer. Thanks to Wellington Cable Car
Ltd, crossing plate 636 was saved and donated to my memorabilia collection.
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ALONG RIDDIFORD STREET
Riddiford Street extends from the junction with Adelaide Road as far as Mansfield Street. The principal addresses that make up the street
are those of Wellington Regional Hospital and the Newtown shopping centre. As far as trolleybus use was concerned it was the domain of
Routes 1 to Island Bay, 3 to Lyall Bay, 10 to Newtown Park and 11 to Seatoun. Somewhere in the region of 30 trolleybuses in an hour could
be seen along the northern section of Riddiford Street that is if none of the services had been dieselised which was often the case.

Left: Volvo 260 has just left Mansfield Street (off to the left of the
photograph) shortly after leaving Newtown Park terminus. The
trolleybus has turned into the start of Riddiford Street on its
journey back to the Railway Station on a beautiful winter’s day on 3
July 2003.

Right: Constable Street joins Riddiford Street in the middle of the
Newtown shopping centre. Routes 3 and 11 once joined the 10 to
and from Newtown Park at this location. On 27 February 2007, 207
turns right into Riddiford Street on its journey from Lyall Bay to
Karori Park.

Left: Heading south on Riddiford Street on the same day is 266. It is
waiting at the traffic lights at the intersection with Constable Street
before continuing on the last part of its journey to Newtown Park.

Right: 2008 saw the introduction of the Designline-built fleet and
withdrawals of the Volvos so that parts could be used in the “new”
vehicles. On 22 December 2008, 334 was photographed heading
north through Newtown shops returning to the city on a service
from Seatoun. To the left of the bus is Rintoul Street where Route 1
services from Island Bay joined the main overhead.

Left: On 23 June 2009, 233 is seen travelling north along Riddiford
Street while working one of the half-hourly services from Newtown
Park (for the Zoo). It is passing Wellington Hospital (on its right out
of sight) with the shopping centre in the left background. By this
date only four Volvo trolleybuses remained in service; 227, 233, 258
and 268. 233 was saved for preservation and is part of The Omnibus
Society’s collection, although it is not in working order.
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Right: This view looks south along Riddiford Street
towards Newtown. On 19 January 2011, 345 is
leaving Riddiford Street and turning left into John
Street while at work on an 11 service from
Seatoun. These wires were also shared by Route
10. Routes 1 and 3 continued straight ahead along
Adelaide Road which also continues up the incline
behind the trolleybus.

Left: Route 1 branched off (and joined) the
overhead through Newtown at the
intersection with Rintoul Street. On 21
February 2017, 360 turns out of Rintoul Street
to merge into Riddiford Street as it returns to
the city with a service from Island Bay.
Newtown has many buildings from the 1900s
and probably the most prominent one is in the
left of the photograph, built in 1907.

Right: This photograph shows where the route splits off for Newtown Park. The switch is
near the intersection of Riddiford and Constable Streets. 382 is waiting to turn left into
Constable Street to continue its journey Not in Service to Kilbirnie depot, while 376 will
continue ahead along Riddiford Street towards Newtown Park.

Left: 363 passes the Wellington Regional
Hospital on 4 February 2010 while heading to
Island Bay. This section of Riddiford Street saw
workings of all four trolleybus routes; 1, 3, 10
and 11.
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Left: This photograph shows the former Hospital building in
Riddiford Street on 19 March 2004, with 266 on a Route 10
duty pulling in to the stop. Just ahead of the trolleybus was a
switch that split the route enabling 266 and others wanting to
make the left turn into John Street.

Right: Newtown shopping centre. 386 comes to a stop while bound for
Karori Park on a Route 3 working on 10 April 2017.

Left: 349 approaches in this view taken from what became
known as “the trolleybus spotters’ seat”. Note the pair of
gloves on the dashboard at the ready in case of dewirements.
30 January 2017.

Right: 350 heads north on Riddiford Street on 6 July 2016 with a Route
11 service to the Railway Station. Just above the bus is the trailing switch
where services from Island Bay joined the main overhead along the
street.

Left: For me, this remains the classic
viewpoint in Riddiford Street and
will hold many pleasant memories
of photographing trolleybuses. On 4
February 2010, 381 glides towards
the camera passing the parade of
heritage buildings in the shopping
centre while working an 11 from
Seatoun to the Railway Station. The
overhead was all removed in March
2018.
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SYDNEY’S LIGHT RAIL OPENING
With light rail possibly on the radar for Wellington one day, Garry Ford checks out the opening of
Sydney’s new light rail system and gives his first impressions...
I successfully attended the "Trambles" (to quote the Murdoch Press headlines) on Saturday 14 December 2019, the only print media to
give any real coverage. The level of interest in the opening was astonishing - apart from the officially invited guests there would have been
less than 100 people at Circular Quay and no-one along the route of the first tram - probably because the public were told services would
be commencing at 11.00 when in fact the opening was held at 8am! None of us received our final details until the day before. I thought it
was just me but CEO of State Rail and others also received the late notice. Despite putting up barricades to cater for thousands of waiting
to be first-day passengers at all the stations, only at Circular Quay was there a steady stream of passengers with say 1,000 perhaps 2,000
waiting at any time, Queen Victoria Building and China Town were the only stops to have similar but smaller crowds around 1pm! The
crowds at Circular Quay were fairly constant, even late at night, but usually all those waiting fitted into the coupled sets when they
arrived. Yes, Sydney has kept with tradition and runs coupled sets giving a train, 67m long! I was videoing on Friday, the last day of the
over three-month timetable testing, and decided to shoot the change over from surface contact to overhead at Town Hall station - always
interesting on any system using dual power collection methods. My very first shot proved far more interesting than I could ever have
hoped for. A tram from Circular Quay dutifully arrived and stopped at Town Hall where the pantograph was raised as the surface contact
rail finishes a few feet past the platform end. This was the very first time I observed this operation in Sydney. To my surprise no
pantograph rose and the tram took off still using surface contact. I kept videoing as I thought perhaps the operation is automatic. My
answer however came very quickly as the contact shoe (still down) on the first tram reached the end of the centre rail. With a bang the
tram suddenly came to a half as the first of the two cars almost made it across Bathurst Street totally blocking the intersection, while the
second car hadn't cleared Town Hall platform! I can only presume the bang was the breaker blowing when the tram ended with the
leading car's shoe earthed and the trailing car's shoe on the third rail still. Anyway, after a short pause, the on-board batteries raised the
pantographs and the coupled set continued on its way. Who was to guess that this was to typify the following day's disaster as some of
you may have heard on the news. There were so many mishaps even the antagonistic media ran out of space/time to report them all. I
think the two years over time and large budget over-run was too much for the population and media to retain an interest in. There was
almost nothing in the media beforehand and this can best be explained, I suppose, by the decision to cancel the proposed 7 December
opening date at the last moment as the system wasn't ready to commence public operation. N.S.W. Transport and Main Roads Minister
Andrew Constance's media person initially handling the opening was already in London on the opening day! This public apathy,
unfortunately, even extended to almost every South Pacific Electric Railway (SPER)/Sydney Tramway Museum member I expect. Several of
the members were invited onto the two coupled sets (45/46 and 11/12) that made up the official first tram. SPER's C Class #29 of 1898,
built for George Street line's original opening, was standing forlorn on its own, not even on tracks, (see photo on next page) but
approximately where the original George Street tracks through Circular Quay were. But that seemed to be it - no displays, no great
festivities. One does wonder if the dangerous actions of some protesters a few days previous dictated the secrecy (the first trams had a
police escort and in addition, police motorcyclists were patrolling each section of the route in pairs between each station) and whether the
on-going bush fire emergency meant a gala opening event would be in bad taste or whether in fact no one was sure the opening would
actually proceed on 14 December. So certain was one bar owner that it wouldn't, he said he would give free beer to all patrons if it
actually did open as planned! I'm not sure if anyone filmed the first race-goers at Royal Randwick to arrive by tram, but I was the only one
filming the first leaving by tram - there were no actual race specials as a full race special bus service was operating as officially paying
service did not start till Monday. So in one lot of shots I've got the last full day of bus operation to the races after 58 years of operation and
the first trams to the races after an absence of 58 years. Incidentally, Royal Randwick Station is in Allison Road, but on the opposite side of
it to where the former platform for the special 1st class tram service for Australian Turf Club members and friends used to depart from
until a while before closure. From memory, this was virtually a booked seat service (remember, the N.S.W. Govt Railways operated the
tramways for most of their life). The nearby light rail depot occupies some of the area formally used by the Randwick Racecourse tram
sidings and platforms. Ordinary folk used the six platforms between the course and Anzac Parade fed by ten sidings holding over 600+
trams which then departed these sidings non-stop to either Circular Quay or Railway Square and a couple of other destinations in the
western suburbs using any of three link streets from Anzac Parade through to Elizabeth Street/George Street extension. By non-stop, I
mean non-stop. Toast-rack trams were used with doors wide open (where fitted) and passengers boarded from both sides at the
platforms as the trams passed through at around walking pace or a little faster depending upon the size of the crowd to be moved. [Shock,
horror at the very thought of that happening today – Ed] On Easter Saturday (Royal Easter Show day) the Anzac Parade track from
Cleveland to Campbell Street had both service tracks and the relief lines packed with trams (busiest section of track in the world in those
days), as well as all the storage lines at the Sports, Cricket and Show Grounds. Events in the Cricket or Sports ground as well really put
pressure on the trams as around 1,000 would be needed for the specials alone that day! And so the former busiest section of tramway in
the world is now partially restored, with the final restoration occurring next March. Unfortunately, we won't see 1,000 trams providing a
service, only 70 trams in total! One interesting aspect of the operation is that the Coogee and other buses that use the bus-way on the site
of some of the former tracks also use the tramway right-of-way along Allison Road; each vehicle type has its own signal - white "B" for a
bus and "T" for a tram at intersections. I won’t dwell on all the opening problems, but after one incident I commented to an official, "I
suppose tomorrow's Murdoch papers will headline 'Light rail scares man to Death'" as one of the first passengers suffered a heart attack
on board. Apart from trams breaking down at Circular Quay and elsewhere blocking tracks, we had fire trucks blocking George Street, and
one incident that should have been reported at Randwick but wasn't with trams blocking all the emergency entrances to the two hospitals
along the track from University N.S.W. station up to Randwick terminus. One of those is Sydney's Children's Hospital. Traffic lights aren't
co-ordinated and it is quicker to walk up the hill between these stations than catch a tram! Sydney has always had long traffic light cycles
and has never really been able to batch vehicles together so if you travel at a set speed you get a through run. They need to do this for
light rail so that when the driver closes the doors and presses the button to request a "T" light or departure signal (yes, every tram has to
wait for a departure signal, a blue "A", before it can leave and the red horizontal bar changes to a white vertical one) it is then given a
white "T" light run through to the next station. If at a junction the signal gives an amber left or right diagonal to show the point direction if
it is not on the straight! Returning to the ambulance problem, both of the divisions of the official first tram were in Randwick terminus
platforms and other trams were being rolled out for starting the public service at 11am - there were still around 30 minutes until the free
public service began. The first tram waiting to enter after the official cars left was stopped at the second set of lights down the hill, but the
first before the scissors cross-over. Now, these coupled sets are 67m long. Other trams were now stopped at other sets behind and they
had some sort of safe working system that was restricting the number of trams on the track between stations, but not in this section. The
result was that two ambulances on emergency duty were unable to enter either hospital's emergency departments until one tram left the
terminus and the other could move forward to clear the hospital entrances. One has to wonder who actually checked these things out
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beforehand! This was all after the famous 'Red Light Incident' when an elderly passenger on the official tram fell after the tram went
through a red light and was abruptly halted automatically(?). All onboard were shaken. At 22.12 on the first day a lady from Surrey Hills
had the honour of taking the first pet onto a tram. I photographed her brown miniature poodle quietly snuggled on her lap from Circular
Quay to Surrey Hills. The journey takes between 45-50 minutes - much slower than the buses. It is only 12kms with 19 stations but almost
all of George Street from Bridge St station to Bathurst Street (Town Hall) is a pedestrian mall, or pedestrians and service vehicles only, and
speeds restricted to 20 kph. Only along Anzac Parade and Allison Road did speeds reach 45kph! Compare Gold Coast tram speeds over 19
stations in 20 kms at an average 27 kph and top speed 70 kph!. The 373 bus to Coogee takes just 30 minutes at lunchtime on a weekday
from Circular Quay to Randwick Light Rail! Finally, back to the total apathy of enthusiasts. I caught the 3.38am route 373 bus out from
Museum stop Liverpool St to the Randwick terminus taking 16 minutes, to ride the very first revenue service departing 5.01am. On my
walk to Museum I tried the various Opal Card machines which were gradually being activated for revenue collection starting from the
changeover time of 4am. At Haymarket the readers on one platform were on-line but not the other. The main ticket issuing machine was
not on-line. This was at about 2.48am. At Railway all the readers were on line but the ticket issuing machine was in process of being
activated at 3am. I logged on and off at both stations with my Opal Card. When I arrived at Randwick all the station was operating at
3.51am and I was able to purchase the first tickets to ride at 3.57am as well as logon with my Opal card. The only other people on the
platforms were the CUBIC (contactless smartcard technology company) man checking the machines were operating okay using each of the
six cards able to be used - Adult, Child, and Concession OPAL and Visa, Mastercard and Amex cards. Another guy also started from Circular
Quay at 4am and they planned to meet somewhere in the middle. We were joined by a N.S.W. Transport official who also checked the
operations of the machines. Both were pleased to know the machine had issued me tickets before 4am, proving the system was working.
The first tram, 51/52, arrived but there were no genuine passengers and no other fans to record the historic event. The Transport official
rode with me down to UNSW Station to check those machines, the CUBIC fellow already having left to do the same. As on the outward
journey in the official tram, I filmed the entire trip to Circular Quay. No passengers were collected until Surrey Hills station! One young
man became the first genuine passenger with one other joining at Chinatown from memory. I then rode the return journey back to
Randwick. That I was the only person recording this historic event astounded me no end.

Photos: Garry Ford.

Left: Three minutes before the official opening proceedings began
with just a small crowd gathered.

Right: The terminus at Circular Quay station.

Left: C Class #29 of 1898 positioned nearby for the opening event and also
glimpsed in the photograph above.
Right: The changeover point
between overhead and surface
contact. The studs for the
surface contact can be seen
between the rails in front of 32
seen here at Sydney's first three
rail levels of station, Street,
Concourse, North Shore and
CQ/Eastern suburbs.

The consortium building Sydney's eastern suburbs light rail project will receive up to $576m extra from the New South Wales government under a
settlement deal which takes the total cost to $2.7bn. The light rail linking the CBD to Randwick and Kingsford was originally meant to cost taxpayers
$1.6bn. Source: Wikipedia. More at https://www.news.com.au/technology/innovation/everything-you-need-to-know-about-the-sydney-light-rail/newsstory/fde136efda561312c00ce29ffb58659a
THIS IS NOT THE FIRST LIGHT RAIL PROJECT TO RUN MASSIVELY OVER BUDGET - WELLINGTON, BE WARNED!
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FERRYMEAD UPDATE
The Tramway Historical Society, based at the Ferrymead Museum in Christchurch remains the only place in New Zealand
where trolleybuses can be seen in action; albeit not at the present time as refurbishments to the system are currently
taking place. Alan Roi reports on recent developments.
We are rebuilding the trolleybus overhead, firstly as some of the structure was way past its use-by date and secondly to simplify
and improve the wiring. We have managed to connect all the existing spans to the replacement poles and now have the old ones
ready for our line contractor, Independent Line Services to remove. There are still a couple of poles we would like to replace in the
area beside the Trolleybus Shed. As part of the preparations for a cycleway running along the perimeter of the Ferrymead Park, a
contractor to the City Council has been through and ‘undergrounded’ the 66kv power supply that feeds through to the port of
Lyttelton. As part of this exercise the domestic wiring on Truscotts Road and the relevant section of Ferrymead Park Drive has also
been ‘undergrounded’ and removal of the domestic wiring is underway. The requirements for overhead power lines in Christchurch
specify new poles, not second hand, so all those in this work area are being removed and presented to us. It is more economical
than the line contractors taking them away. We are sharing these with our good friends in the Ferrymead Railway but will get a
number of good treated poles for further use on the trolleybus system. Work is now concentrated on the area around the trolleybus
shed. We had a complicated arrangement of wiring out the front of the shed that needed simplifying and repositioning. At one
stage our trolleybus folk had plans to go from the shed into the Ferrymead town-ship with three different routes being suggested.
However, we did not have the contact wire or the poles to do this job so it is currently just a possible future plan. Facing points had
been installed at the start of this but were a problem with buses dewiring and as a consequence the overhead is being realigned
through this area and the points are about to be removed. With this happening and the overhead being simplified at the front of
the shed there should be considerably less chances of a dewirement or stalling on a dead section of overhead. As part of this
realignment process a good portion of the overhead in the shed area has been removed from its hangers giving the impression it is
catenary-style railway wire but this is only temporary to keep the wiring clear of vehicles travelling through the site. A number of
new span wires have been installed to raise the overhead.

Right and below: Activity taking place outside the
front of the trolleybus shed on 1 December 2019.

Photos: Alan Roi.
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TAILPIECE

331 was the Designline class leader, arriving in Wellington in the latter part of 2007. Originally painted white it
was quickly covered in this paua shell design vinyl which it kept all of its working life. There were only several
small changes made; the rear stub axles were changed after a couple of years and reflective strips were fitted over
part of the rear purple fern leaves. It is believed a burnt out motor sometime in mid 2017 resulted in 331 being
laid up in Kilbirnie depot for good. This depot photograph looks back to the early days of its life, on 7 March 2008.

